
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

Sunset Vineyard  
Stemless Wine Glasses

Brilliant landscapes and rich, fragrant wines go

hand-in-hand with our Sunset Vineyard stemless

wine glasses. Made from crystal-clear glass in a

beautiful set of 4, each piece of glassware comes

personalized with the name and year of your choice.

A traditional set of grapes serves a the centerpiece

of the design. Becoming to both red and white wines,

each resilient tumbler set makes a long-lasting gift

for wine lovers on all occasions. These etched

stemless wine glasses measure 5" tall and hold a

generous serving of 21 ounces.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

Secret Agent Personalized 
Beer Glass for Groomsmen

Yes, diamonds are forever, but our Secret Agent 

personalized beer glass is just as timeless. Capturing 

the dashing style of classic James Bond 007 movies, 

they make great gifts for groomsmen, the best man, or 

anyone in the wedding party. Laser engraved with the 

name and title of your choice alongside a dashing spy 

silhouette, your groomsman will soon discover that 

one beer is not enough. Made from sleek, crystal clear 

glass, each of these personalized beer glasses 

measures 6” tall with 3.5” with a 16 oz capacity. 

Whether enjoying a day off from Her Majesty’s secret 

service or partying it up at the Casino Royale, these 

custom pints are the perfect way to thank your special 

forces for their friendship and loyalty.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

Famous Men of Whiskey 
Etched Rocks Glass

With each Famous Men of Whiskey etched rocks 

glass, the drinker will find a different pearl of wisdom 

from one of history's most enlightened liquor lovers. 

Available with four different timeless quotes, there's 

a sentiment to match the mood of any fine gent. Your 

choice of a quote attributed to Johnny Carson, 

Winston Churchill, W.C. Fields, or Mark Twain 

comes engraved on our bestselling Eastham style 

old fashioned whiskey glasses. Measuring 4.5" x 3" 

and holding 10 ounces, each etched rocks glass 

makes the perfect gift for groomsmen, executives, or 

any whiskey enthusiast.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

World's Best Dad  
Custom Wall Sign

Though many dates in a man's lifetime will go down 

as milestones, few are as crucial as the birthdays of 

his children. Our World's Best Dad custom wall sign 

is a truly unique way to honor your father on his 

birthday, Father's Day, or any occasion. Made to 

order right here in the USA from birch wood, each 

piece of home decor will be personalized with up to 

four dates of your choice, meant to reflect the 

birthday of each son or daughter. The natural wood 

grain finish and flame-sealed edges give this custom 

wall sign a sleek-yet-traditional look and feel. These 

round wooden signs measure 15" x 15",  pre-drilled 

with nail holes for easy display.
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